
SIGNED NUMBERS (INTEGERS)

Addition and Subtraction

Illustrate the following sums or differences on a number line.

Note:
When illustrating addition/subtraction problems, look at the sign (or operation) in front
of the number. If the sign is positive (or plus), the arrow will go to the right. If the
sign is negative (or minus), the arrow will go to the left. If there is no sign in front of
the number, it's positive.

a.) 2 + 3 = 5

b.) -2 - 3 = -5

c.) -2 + 3 = 1

d.) 2 - 3 = -1

Note:
When the signs in front of the numbers are the same, the arrows point in the same
direction. Regardless of whether the signs are positive or negative, this should make
you think addition. The direction of the arrows determines the sign.

When the signs in front of the numbers are different, the arrows point in opposite
directions. Regardless of whether the signs are positive or negative, this should make
you think subtraction. The longest arrow "wins the fight" and determines the sign.

Rules: Addition and Subtraction
1.) If the SIGNS are the SAME, ADD the two numbers (ignoring the signs) and KEEP

the SIGN.

2.) If the SIGNS are DIFFERENT, SUBTRACT the numbers (larger minus smaller,
ignoring the signs), and KEEP the SIGN of the LARGER number.



Tip:
If you can visualize these kind of problems by imagining a number line in your head,
you won't need to memorize the rules. It will be obvious what to do from your mental
picture.

Examples:
Find the sum or difference.
4 - 9

Are the signs the same or different? The signs are different (+4 and -9)
Do you add or subtract? Because the signs are different, subtract the numbers
(larger minus smaller, ignoring the signs): 9 - 4 = 5.
What’s the sign? Because the signs are different, keep the sign of the larger
number. The larger number is 9, and it's negative, so the answer will be
negative.
Answer: 4 - 9 = -5

-3 - 8
Are the signs the same or different? The signs are the same (-3 and -8)
Do you add or subtract? Because the signs are the same, add the numbers
(ignoring the signs): 3 + 8 = 11.
What’s the sign? The signs are the same, so keep the sign (negative).
Answer:  -3 - 8 = -11

Practice:
Find the sum or difference.
a.) 5 - 12 b.) -1 - 4 c.) -10 + 15

d.) 8 - 2 e.) -13 + 9 f.) 7 + 5

g.) -6 - 6 h.) 0 - 7 i.) 5 - 7

[Answers: a.) -7; b.) -5; c.) 5; d.) 6; e.) -4; f.) 12; g.) -12; h.) -7; i.) -2]

Dilemma:
What if we are given a problem like -3 + (-7)? The sign in front of the 3 is negative,
but there are two signs in front of the 7: + and -. What do we do?

Rules: Converting Two Signs to One Sign
If there are TWO SIGNS right next to each other (ignoring parentheses), REPLACE the
two signs with a single sign as follows:

1.) If the signs are the SAME, replace them with a POSITIVE sign.
+ +   + 
 -   -    +

2.) If the signs are DIFFERENT, replace them with a NEGATIVE sign.
+  -    - 
 -  +   -



Note:
Why this works will be explained in the section on multiplication and division.

Warning:
When parentheses enclose multiple numbers, the sign outside the parentheses affects
ALL numbers inside the parentheses. Example: - (-5 + 3).We will discuss this
situation later in class.

Examples:
Convert the following so that each number has only one sign in front of it.
+ (-5) = -5 The two signs in front of the 5 are different, so replace them

with a "-" sign.
- (-12) = +12 The two signs in front of the 12 are the same, so replace them

with a "+" sign.

Practice:
Convert the following so that each number has only one sign in front of it.
a.) + (-7) b.) - (-1) c.) + (+25) d.) - (+3)

[Answers: a.) -7; b.) +1 (or 1); c.) +25 (or 25); d.) -3]

So when adding or subtracting signed numbers, if there are multiple signs in front of a
single number, replace them with a single sign and continue as before.

Examples:
Find the sum or difference.
-5 + (-6)

Rewrite the problem: The "+ (-" in front of the 6 is replaced with a single "-"
sign because the signs are different. -5 + (-6) = -5 - 6
Are the signs the same or different? The signs are the same (-5 and -6)
Do you add or subtract? Because the signs are the same, add the numbers
(ignoring the signs): 5 + 6 = 11.
What’s the sign? Because the signs are the same, keep the sign (negative).
Answer: -5 + (-6) = -5 - 6 = -11

-8 + (+10)
Rewrite the problem: The "+ (+" in front of the 10 is replaced with a single
"+" sign because the signs are the same. -8 + (+10) = -8 + 10
Are the signs the same or different? The signs are different (-8 and +10)
Do you add or subtract? Because the signs are different, subtract the numbers
(larger minus smaller, ignoring the signs): 10 - 8 = 2.
What’s the sign? Because the signs are different, keep the sign of the larger
number. The larger number is 10, and it's positive, so the answer will be
positive.
Answer: -8 + (+10) = -8 + 10 = +2



3 - (-9)
Rewrite the problem: The "- (-" in front of the 9 is replaced with a single "+"
sign because the signs were the same. 3 - (-9) = 3 + 9
Are the signs the same or different? The signs are the same (+3 and +9)
Do you add or subtract? Because the signs are the same, add the numbers
(ignoring the signs): 3 + 9 = 12.
What’s the sign? Because the signs are the same, keep the sign (positive).
Answer: 3 - (-9) = 3 + 9 = 12

Practice:
Find the sum or difference.
a.) -3 + (-3) b.) 10 - (-1) c.) -9 - (+7)

d.) 5 + (-12) e.) -2 - (-6) f.) 11 - (+15)

g.) -7 + (+8) h.) 4 + (-4) i.) 15 - (-6)

[Answers: a.) -3 - 3 = -6; b.) 10 + 1 = 11; c.) -9 - 7 =  -16; d.) 5 - 12 = -7;
e.) -2 + 6 = 4; f.) 11 - 15 = -4; g.) -7 + 8 = 1; h.) 4 - 4 = 0; i.) 15 + 6 = 21]

Multiplication and Division

What is multiplication? Repeated addition.

3  4 = 4 + 4 + 4 or 3  4 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3
= 12 = 12

Likewise,
3  -4 = (-4) + (-4) + (-4) and -3  4 = (-3) + (-3) + (-3) + (-3)

 = -4 - 4 - 4 = -3 - 3 - 3 - 3
 = -12 = -12

Lastly,
-3  -4 =12

This last problem cannot be easily represented using addition and subtraction. For now, we
will simply tell you that the answer is 12.

What's the pattern? When are the answers positive? When are the answers negative?

Rules: Multiplying and Dividing Signed Numbers
1.) If the signs are the SAME, the answer is POSITIVE.

+ +   + 
 -   -    +

2.) If the signs are DIFFERENT, the answer is NEGATIVE.
+  -    - 
 -  +   -



Note:
Although we only demonstrated the rules with multiplication, the same rules are true
for division.

Examples:
Find the product or quotient.
(-5)(7)
Find the numerical value: Multiply the numbers ignoring the signs: 5  7 = 35
Find the sign: The signs are different, so the answer is negative.
Answer: -5 7 = -35

15 ÷ (-3)
Find the numerical value: Divide the numbers ignoring the signs: 15 ÷ 3 = 5
Find the sign: The signs are different, so the answer is negative.
Answer: 15 ÷ (-3) = -5

-56 / -8
Find the numerical value: Divide the numbers ignoring the signs: 56 / 8 = 7
Find the sign: The signs are the same, so the answer is positive.
Answer: -56 / -8 = 7 or +7

Practice:
Find the product or quotient.
a.) 4  -6 b.) -24 ÷ 3 c.) (-12)(-3)

d.) 72 / -9 e.) 2 (10) f.) (-21) / (-7)

g.) (-5)(-5) h.) 4  11 i.) 35 ÷ (-7)

[Answers: a.) -24; b.) -8; c.) 36; d.) -8; e.) 20; f.) 3; g.) 25; h.) 44; i.) -5]

Note:
The rules for multiplication and division are the same rules for converting two signs to
one sign (in the section on addition and subtraction). Why are they the same?

- (+5) is the same as (-1)(+5) which is a multiplication problem. When two signs are
right next to each other, there is an implied 1 that makes the two-sign situation
essentially a multiplication problem.


